
NPPF Consultation Events
Event 10: Cambridge 3rd May

The final one !

March - May 2018 www.local.gov.uk/pas



Introductions
• Lead for the day is ...
• We are ...
• Safety
• Ground rules

– Phones
– Chatham House
– Big group / use your feedback form if you can't get airtime
– Slides / cannibalise / share briefing

• Finish at 16:30



Purpose of today
• Time / space to consider / debate / think

– out of the office
• Some changes to NPPF are obvious

– others less so
– what matters to your place ?
– what “heads up” do your leaders need?

• what are you going to change ? 

• We are not here to attack / defend policy
– Instead help you understand and respond

• Nor is this event a substitute for reading



What is PAS?

• Funded by MHCLG to support English 
planning authorities

• That is why today is “free”
– It’s not really free. Perhaps £150/each ?
– Your feedback helps us to

• Get better at this
• Prove to Govt that this is money well spent

• Part of the LGA
– We think local government is great



Today - a new, improved sequence
1. Overview from MHCLG + Q&A
2. All the rest (environment, transport, retail, 

green belt, transition) 
3. Land, density & design 
4. Housing part 1 
5. ------ Lunch -------
6. Housing part 2
7. Policies, plans and plan-making 
8. So what ? 



Today
• MHCLG / PAS two-hander

– See also CIL / viability events x 5
• We have done this before

– Housing White Paper events
– “Beyond” Housing White Paper events

• You get out what you put in
– Good Q&A !

• Any questions / observations / problems ?
– Can you hear us ?



Draft National Planning Policy Framework
PAS events 2018



Context: Planning Reform Timeline



 Wider Planning Reform Package 

• Guidance package
• Housing Delivery Test rulebook
• Consultation on reform to developer contributions
• Government response to housing White Paper: 

Fixing our broken housing market 
• Government response to Planning for the right 

homes in the right places



Shorter, sharper         Clearer structure

Addresses interpretation issues Integrates core principles

Overall Approach 



Context: Local Plan coverage  



Plan making – more flexible and 
proportionate

Not one size fits 
all 

Key strategic 
priorities

Proportionate 
evidence Five year reviews

Statement of 
common ground

Proportionate 
soundness tests 



We don’t plan for housing where need is 
greatest, or where affordability is worst



Addressing Needs 

Presumption 
clearer & 
stronger 

 Stronger cross 
boundary 

expectations

Specific list of 
exemptions

Standard method 
for assessing 
housing need

 Housing 
numbers for 

neighbourhood 
plans

Strengthened 
soundness tests



Considering the needs of specific groups 

• Wider approach to affordable housing
• Essential local workers
• Build to rent 
• 10% affordable market homes
• First time buyer exception sites
• Use of brownfield in Green Belt 



Improving certainty and delivery 

Five year supply 
baseline

Agreeing five 
year supply

Small sites 
requirement 

Shortened 
commencement 

periods 

Housing delivery 
test 



Good design and effective use of land



Good design and effective use of land

Locally led 
design standards 

Role of transport, 
health, 

integration and 
security in design 

Target under 
utilised land and 

‘building up’

Reallocation and 
alternative uses

Optimise land 
use including 

minimum density 
standards

Density and form 
to reflect local 
character & 

opportunities

Daylight and 
sunlight



 Context: Environmental Protection 



Environment protection & net gains 

Net gains – 
through plans & 
biodiversity…

And where Green 
Belt is released 

Increased 
protection for 

ancient woodland 
& heritage coast 

Consider risks 
from overheating 

Agent of change 
principle 

strengthened 



 Reforms to viability (in NPPF consultation) 
and developer contributions

 

Source: The Incidence, Value and Delivery of Planning Obligations and Community 
Infrastructure Levy in England in 2016-17



Reforms to viability (in NPPF consultation) 
and developer contributions

New approach to 
viability

Clear 
expectations for 
contributions in 

plans

More 
standardised 

viability 
assessments

Making CIL-
setting easier

Increasing 
market 

responsiveness 
of CIL

Improved 
transparency and 

increasing 
accountability

Strategic 
infrastructure 

tariffs



Rural development 

• Business/community facilities outside settlements
• Farm succession & property subdivision
• Rural exception sites in the Green Belt
• Changes of use in Green Belt 



Next Steps 

• Consultation closes 10th May  
• Publish final NPPF in summer 
• Respond to: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/National-
Planning-Policy-Framework-and-developer-contribution-
consultations



MHCLG overview

• Overview questions ?



Coffee - back at 11:30 ?

• Unfinished business ?
• Put in the comments part of your feedback 

form

• During the break .... if you haven't already, 
contribute some dots to our heatmap



… other changes to think about

Draft National Planning Policy Framework



Town centres:

- Ten year horizon for allocations

- Proactive strategies for centres in decline

- Sequential approach – ‘reasonable period’ test

- No impact assessment for offices outside town 
centres

Transport & telecoms:

- Role in enabling growth & place-making

- Prioritise pedestrian & cycle movement

- Importance of general aviation facilities

- And facilitating full fibre connections



Healthy and safe communities:

- Promote social interaction / inclusion

- Enable & support healthy lifestyles

- Anticipate & address potential threats

- And development needed for defence/security

Green Belt:

- Codifies the tests before Green Belt can be 
released

- Where released: prioritise brownfield/accessible 
sites

- More relaxed approach to use of brownfield for 
homes

- Material changes of use & rural exception sites



Minerals:

- Shortened chapter (some into guidance)

- Future of managed supply system?

- Strengthened policy on onshore oil & gas

- Whether to retain as part of NPPF or publish 
separately

Implementation:

For DM: the new NPPF will apply from date of 
publication

For plan examinations: only applies to plans 
submitted more than six months after the new NPPF 
is published

On top of this the housing delivery test is phased in



“All the rest”

• Questions for our speaker ?



• How helpful are these changes?
• Will all of this be straightforward to implement?
• And if not, what are the challenges?
• What’s missing that you would like to see?



Making effective use of land 
& design quality   

Locally led 
design standards 

Role of transport, 
health, 

integration and 
security in design 

Target under 
utilised land and 

‘building up’

Tools and 
techniques 

Optimise land 
use including 

minimum density 
standards

Density and form 
to reflect local 
character & 

opportunities



 Effective use of land 



 What does this mean? 

Policy City centre 
and/or areas 
of high 
demand 

Small town/ 
suburban 
location 

Rural/areas of 
low demand 

Effective use of 
land 

High High Medium 

Minimum density 
standards 

High Medium Low 

Design 
advice/tools  

High High Medium 







 Delivering design quality – tools and 
techniques  



Utilising the right tools at the right time    

Early stage design 
concept 

Pre application Plan making 

Design workshops 
and enabling

Early stage Design 
Review

Ongoing training for 
staff and Elected 
Members

Pre-Design Review 
Workshop

Final Design Review Local Plan Policy 
Review

Toolkits e.g BfL12 Toolkits e.g  BfL12 Masterplans/AAPs/ 
SPDs



Land, design and density

• Questions for our speaker ?



 Questions for discussion  

• What does this mean for your authority in terms of 
decision taking and plan making? 

• In proposing minimum density standards to deliver a 
significant uplift in densities how will you implement 
this? 

• What tools and techniques for improving design 
quality do you find most effective and why? 



Housing 

• These sections prepared by PAS (mistakes are ours)
– goes beyond NPPF into NPPG and rulebook

• Change of tone / style because
– Land supply and housing policies have different impacts at 

local levels
• Implementation is complicated. Lots of scenarios. 
• Spreadsheets are involved (sorry)

– Should you worry about failing the test ?
• Much more to it than that… 

• If you are a county - ignore ? or are you limbering up 
to make local plans for districts ? or an SDS ?



Housing
A quiz !

– Name your LHN*
– Name your HDT result for November 2018*

Part 1 / Handout 1
• Local Housing Need methodology (p.24-32)
• 5 year land supply, monitoring and PINS (p. 13- 20)
Part 2 / Handout 2
• Housing Delivery Test (p. 20-23)

* as calculated by me



Meet p406



• p406 is used to feed 
LHN

• And, for a while, used to 
feed the HDT as a 
transition to LHN



Housing Handout 1 - key numbers



Housing Handout 1 - key numbers

• A. LHN
– median earnings to median houseprice (ONS)
– adjustment factor = (n-4)/4 x 1/4
– projected household growth = (2027-2017)/10 = ave/yr
– LHN = 1+adjustment factor x projected household growth
– LHN capped at 40% = limited to 40% 

• B. Net additions
– from your HFR submission: 17-18 is estimated

• C. Household growth
– same data source as for LHN but looking backwards not 

forwards (and not adjusted for houseprice)



Housing - Local Housing Need

• Mostly similar to consultation proposal
– ie ONS households plus adjustment factor based on 

median affordability
– Capped* at <= 40%
– Clearer distinction between unconstrained need and [plan] 

requirement

• Remember
– “a minimum starting point”
– ignorant of future changes (eg HS2)

• Everybody know it off by heart ? your councillors too?



Housing - Local Housing Need
• New cap that depends on plan age

– Capping for plans < 5 years old
• 40% above the average annual requirement

– Capping for plans > 5 years old
• 40% above the higher of

– ONS household growth [without adjustment factor and averaged over [?] 
next 10 years] .. and ..

– The most recent old plan figure

– This is new and I have not modelled it in the handout
– Old plans might be capped at a higher level than we thought

• But I don’t know how much of a big deal this is. You can work it out, 
because you will have the most recent old plan figure.



Housing - Local Housing Need

• “Identified need” higher / lower than LHN?
– Can go higher - “considered sound unless 

compelling reasons otherwise”
– Can go lower - “tested thoroughly”

• Different method ?
– in “compelling circumstances”
– and in national parks where ONS data not 

available
– need to account for previous under-delivery (unlike 

standard method) at plan stage



Housing - Local Housing Need   

• Spatial Development Strategies
– Mayors can redistribute the joint LHN
– LPAs should not revisit when preparing plans
– Mayor can chose joint planning area or each LPA

• How will this play out in London ?
– Different approaches
– Huge differences for some Boroughs
– With consequences for HDT ?



Housing and neighbourhood plans
• LPA should distribute need across area

– including to NPs explicity when they deliver housing
– including those plans already 'made'

• qualifying bodies can then review their plans
• In a low-key way because the LPA has already justified figs

• What are the exceptional circumstances which 
would justify a departure from this?
– This will vary between LPAs and DNPAs

• NPs get some protection from presumption
• LPA has 3 year supply, HDT >= 45% and
• NP brought into force < 2 years before decision if
• NP contains allocations for identified requirement



Housing - Local Housing Need   .
• Will this standardised beginning lead to a 

standardised SHMA ? and better collaboration?
– A key part of the SoCG ?

• Don't get wedded to a particular number
– It will keep changing a bit. Gantt it. 
– Keep it fresh (< 2 years old at examination)
– Keep it responsive (republished every 2 years), it will 

change by a few (or a lot, if house prices change)
• Move effort from assembling evidence to making 

judgements ?
– eg assemble pack of LHN / rental index / self-build / age 

profile / JSNA / disablity grant etc



Housing - 5 year land supply

• Start by identifying a 5yLS using LHN in a plan
• Subsequently you can use an annual position 

statement if you want (+10%)
– therefore no nightmare for PINS on 1st April 2019

• Where plans > 5 years
– use LHN as a starting point for land supply calcs

• Factor in previous shortfalls
– within 5 years, or reconsider approach



Housing - 5 year land supply

• Confirmed land supply position requires
– a local plan to kick things off (inc 20% small sites)
– a process of engagement and an engagement statement

• perhaps an assessment & delivery group
• benchmarks, assumptions, feedback loops

– commentary on sites without consent
– honesty about where there are deliverability arguments

• Some councils are wary about this transparency
– Most recognise the value
– Get corporate buy-in and a message  



Housing - 5 year land supply    .

• Do not aim to scrape a pass @ 5.1 years
– aim for 6 or 7 years, and/or plan to cycle every 4 years
– buffers (as required by HDT, PINS), bumps, scrapes
– big sites = potentially big numbers = significant risks

• Further standardisation of data / approaches 
is essential
– to reduce the effort
– and to help PINS mark our homework

• Be clear what your land supply position is wrt 
to LHN (in case your plan falls over)



Lunch - back at 14:00 ?

• Unfinished business ?
• Put in the comments part of your feedback 

form



Housing - Housing Delivery Test

• Similar but different to previous consultations
• Housing delivery test begins in November 18
• Consequences

– 6 months to make an Action Plan if under 95%
– Immediate buffer on land supply if under 85%
– Presumption in favour if under 75%

• but not yet - stepped approach up to this figure in 2020
• Stepped approach + transition = moving feast!



Think ahead !



Red = presumption ?



Housing - Housing Delivery Test

            Total net homes delivered over 3 yrs
HDT = ------------------------------------------------
               Total homes required over 3 yrs

• Simple concept:
– Are you delivering the homes required ?

• If not, make more land available / presumption applies

• It is the implementation / transition that makes 
it complex



Housing - Housing Delivery Test

• Numerator  = net additional homes 
– From the HFR data you already submit

• Net of demolitions
• plus sheltered and students (as per single, national ratio 

– published by MHCLG)
– Section B on handout 1

• This is the top of the fraction (with the most recent year 
estimated)

• but this is without the sheltered and students



Housing - Housing Delivery Test

• Denominator of the fraction = homes required

• “lower of” = not punishing ambition (a good 
thing)



Housing - Housing Delivery Test

• What is this bit in the brackets ?
• How do we know unmet neighbours need ?

– and why “neighbour” only?



Housing - Housing Delivery Test

3. The figure used in the HDT for the number of homes 
required is the lower of:

– the figure in your up-to-date plan; or
– The figure produced by the LHN methodology + any need 

you have agreed to meet. Note that for the years prior to 
2018 the ONS figure for household growth should be 
substituted for LHN as a transitionary arrangement. 



Calculating your HDT = 3 steps
• What's the number on the top of the fraction?

– easy = HFR
• Whats the calculated figure on the bottom ?

– mix of ONS and LHN
• Is there a plan figure for the bottom ? and is it 

lower?
– is your plan under 5 ?

• You now have your top & bottom of the 
fraction



Hastings in November 2018
HFR 

LHN / 
transition 

plan 
requirement 



Hastings in November 2019



Hastings in November 2020

Column 'F' 
Handout 2 

Column 'C'
Handout 1 

LHN
Handout 1 

Column 'B' 
Handout 1 



Housing hand-out 2



Calculating your HDT = 3 steps
• What's the number on the top of the fraction?

– easy = HFR
• Whats the calculated figure on the bottom ?

– mix of ONS and LHN
• Is there a plan figure for the bottom ? and is it 

lower?
– is your plan under 5 ?

• You now have your top & bottom of the 
fraction



Maths questions ?



Housing - Housing Delivery Test

• For each year, (3 years ? 5 years ?)
• Assemble and publish 

– the denominator
– the numerator
– as separate things !

• Be clear what is happening to your delivery
– This is what it is all about !
– Make the case !



Housing - Housing Delivery Test

• Why does this matter ?
– For some places it does not, but for the fretters

• Your “do nothing” is going to worsen in areas of high 
prices - going over a threshold ? esp as they staircase?

– Looks bad - action plan and intervention but things get worse ?

• Complicated by plans falling off (> 5 years)
– And plans appearing (LHN compliant). London !

• Also note interplay between HDT and 5yrLS
– I'm not sure I understand this



Housing - Housing Delivery Test   

• Remember consequences of HDT
– Action Plan (below 95%)

• We are piloting this
• It's been helpful / useful and quite positive

– knowing what is going on is good
– learning what works / doesn't in policy terms

– Buffers (now in numbers not “persistent”)
– Presumption

• Don't know how this will bite yet
• Greenbelt protection, but density ?



Housing - Housing Delivery Test   

• Action Plans are not necessarily punishment!
– Think through / feedback loop

• Not just post consent. Is your policy correct ? Do you 
need to market your place better ? Or work with local 
builders who are brave about design / value

– Bring together lots of data held in silos
• And really get to the bottom of things “root causes”

– But not simple
• Build bridges vs hold to account (+ infrastructure)
• Making it easier to manipulate /  cherry pick ?



Plan-Making
It starts with a plan…



Overview

Plan making chapter – Highlighting key themes and changes

• Changes not previously consulted on in plan-making chapter
• A new plan-making framework – strategic policies, and local policies
• 5 year review of plans
• Maintaining effective cooperation: Statement of Common Ground
• Changes associated with examinations



‘New’ changes to the plan-making chapter

• Extending soundness tests to SDS as well as local plans.

• Soundness tests to be applied proportionately to local 
policies.

• Strengthening ‘positively prepared’ test to emphasise 
housing in meeting as much of need as possible.

• Strengthening the ‘effective’ test to add in that as well as 
being evidenced in the SCG strategic matters should be 
‘dealt with rather than deferred’. 

79



A new plan-making framework: Overview

Not that different – can still have a single local plan – but removes 
the expectation that all policies are in one document:

Strategic Policies – these can be in:
• Individual or joint Local Plan – prepared by one LPA or two or 

more LPAs respectively; or
• Spatial Development Strategy (SDS) – prepared by Mayors or 

combined authorities with plan making powers.

If you can point to a document containing strategic policies for your 
area it is not necessarily for your authority to have produced it.

Local Policies
These can take form of more detailed policies in a local plan or other 
development plan document, or a neighbourhood plan.

80



A new plan-making framework – strategic 
policies, and local policies

Strategic Policies
(Mandatory)

Individual 
Local Plan

Joint Local 
Plan

Spatial 
Development 

Strategy (SDS)

Local Policies
(If necessary)

Local Plans Neighbourhoo
d Plans



A new plan-making framework: Strategic 
Policies

• The strategic policies are 
those that are key for 
addressing strategic 
needs (s8 NP Act), 
including strategic site 
allocations

• Greater flexibility on how 
strategic priorities are 
addressed; joint plans 
and SDSs are already 
being progressed.

82



Local Policies
• ‘Neighbourhood plan policies, or non-

strategic policies in a local plan’

• Paragraphs 30-33 cover local policies

• What can they do? (Para 31) allocate sites, 
provide infrastructure or community 
facilities.

• Neighbourhood Plans should not promote 
less development than set out in strategic 
policies, nor undermine them

• Timing – the most recent local policy 
replaces previous local policy for that area 
(para 32)

83



5 year review of plans
• Set out in para 23, reflecting the new statutory requirement to 

review at least every 5 years.

• Applies to local plans and SCIs from 6/4/18

• New change to SCI: engage on the early stages of plan 
making from 31/07/18 with transitional arrangement for those 
that have passed Reg 18(1)

• Draft Planning Practice Guidance published ahead of this 
date.

• ‘Review’ a plan – not to be confused with a ‘Plan Review’!

• ‘Reviewing’ means undertaking assessment of whether plans 
are up to date
‘Updating’ means actually making the changes.

• However, it may need to be earlier than 5 years:
• Changes in circumstance, e.g. LHN figure increasing?
• Keep an eye on 5 year land supply and HDT

84



Maintaining Effective cooperation:
the statement of common ground

• Improve transparency; increase cooperation.

• Paras 26-29 – with detail in draft planning 
practice guidance.

• Links to soundness test changes – the way of 
evidencing ‘effective’ and ‘positively prepared’.

• Data standard or template. 

• No specific transitional arrangements  for 
statement of common ground!

• Document agreement on cross-boundary 
matters. Keep it concise, focused, not the 
place for the introduction to your plan. 85



Soundness tests changes

Soundness test Changed? Summary of changes
Positively Prepared Yes Meeting ‘as much as 

possible’ of OAN 
(particularly housing);
‘clear and justified method’;
Implicit link with SCG 
through this being informed 
by agreements with other 
authorities

Justified Yes An appropriate strategy
Effective Yes ‘which have been dealt with 

rather than deferred’; ‘as 
evidenced by the SCG’.

Consistent national policy No n/a
86



Policies and plans

• questions for our speaker ?



Action planning – So What!

• National policies need thought about how to 
implement locally

• We have covered lots of topics today
– they won't all matter to you

• What are you going to do ?
• No really, what are you going to do ?
• We're going to try and help you decide



Action planning - two themes ?

• Focus on policies, not Local Plans
– Strategic policies / local policies / NP policies

• each within a plan capable of review within 5 years
– Brownfield register (and land pipeline monitoring)
– HDT / Action Plan / public statement [SPD ?]

• Changes to planning environment
– Combined authorities / housing deals
– Mergers / cooperation at district level
– New set of rules / challenges [“out of date” -> “not 

in conformity with”]



Action planning - two themes ?

• Some of these changes are going to be by 
design - a new planning system

• Others in response to pressure / finances / 
opportunities

• What is your plan for planning ?
– A last exercise for the day
– Become the head of planning
– 3 x issues, plus responses



Action planning - your thoughts ?



Action Planning - our thoughts

We like to put things in a framework

1. How much does this matter to us ?
2. What is the minimum we have to get done ?
3. How can we minimise the effort of doing it? 
4. Who should we talk to ?



1. How much does this matter to us?

• New methodology vs existing numbers
– high -> low    and   low -> high
– neighbourhoods getting numbers ?

• HDT and delivery (and in future)
• Plan age and vulnerability to challenge
• Planning appeals (and pipeline)

• Does this stack up into something serious?



2. What is the minimum we have to 
get done ?
• Rethink policies / plans

– identify 'strategic' 
• Explain / help neighbourhoods

– numbers, delivery - they have to do it too
• Monitoring / action plan 

– new relationship with developers ?
• Viability, density

• How fundamental is this shift ?



3. How can we minimise the effort ?

• Critical review of our plan / policies
– does it all survive ?

• Reorganise ? Delivery team ?
– funding via delivery plans ? 

• Talk to our county / region group
– cooperate, share, steal

• Knit together a narrative
– that makes sense to members



4. Who should we talk to ?

• When you have a narrative...
– “The Council”

• executive
• members

• Create the right group of skills / specialisms
– Diagnose / plan / respond and talk to

• Homes England ? 
• Developer / delivery group ?
• Council's own land ? housing ?



Action Planning - our thoughts

We like to put things in a framework

1. How much does this matter to us?
2. What is the minimum we have to get done ?
3. How can we minimise the effort of doing it? 
4. Who should we talk to ?

** Is this a helpful framework? - make this better ! **



Looking forward

• NPPF consultation ends on 10th May 
• See also “Supporting housing delivery through 

developer contributions: consultation”
• See also draft NPPG and HDT rule book
• Other significant changes too ?

– PD ? or prior approval process ?
– Letwin review recommendations ?



Looking forward

• Final NPPF “in the summer” 
– challenging timetable
– early consultation responses ? please ? online ?

• CIL / s106 / developer contributions
• New NPPG too

– plan-making ... and other things too ?
• Further changes to permitted development

– eg to “build up”



Talking to your colleagues

• Presentation
• https://draftable.com/compare/LysguffMnKVV
• Councillor briefing when we think we understand



Closing thoughts
• Subscribe to our bulletin.
 - It’s not another newsletter – our events and materials
• Talk to us. We are friendly. pas@local.gov.uk  

– Tell us what we can do to help
– Invite us to your local POG
– Show off if you are doing great things

• Remember the Khub practitioner network
– We hang out there too



Closing thoughts

• Become a peer
– Give something back. See the world. Do good 

work. Have fun (!)
– Only if you complete your form properly (including 

the front bit)
• Use the peer network

– New in post ? Tricky at the top ?
– Peer challenge!
– Simple. Powerful. 



Purpose of today - did we succeed?
• Time / space to consider / debate / think

– out of the office
• Some changes to NPPF are obvious

– others less so
– what matters to your place ?
– what “heads up” do your leaders need?

• what are you going to change ? 

• We are not here to attack / defend policy
– Instead help you understand and respond

• Nor is this event a substitute for reading



We are at local.gov.uk/pas



!! Feedback forms !!

Email pas@local.gov.uk
Web www.local.gov.uk/pas
Phone 020 7664 3000
Twitter @Pas_Team


